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Quantum theory is incompatible with the following propositions. ( 1 ) The result of the measurement of an operator A depends 
solely on A and on the system being measured. (2) If operators A and B commute, the result of a measurement of their product 
AB is the product of the results of separate measurements of A and orB. 

Various quan tum "pa radoxes"  [ 1-5 ] are based on 
the assumpt ion  that  the result of  the measurement  o f  
an opera tor  A depends  only on A and on the state of  
the quan tum system being measured (here, the word 
"s ta te"  includes not  only the wave function ~u, but  
also any h idden variables that  theorists  may invent) .  
In part icular ,  that  result does not depend on the 
choice of  other measurements  that  may also be per- 
formed on dis tant  physical  systems. The purpose  of  
this Let ter  is to give an e lementary  p roof  that  these 
assumpt ions  are incompat ib le  with quan tum theory. 

Consider  two spin i part icles in a singlet state. The 
result o f  a measurement  of  tz~x (which may be only 
_+ 1 ) will be called xj,  and s imilar  nota t ions  used for 
the other  components .  We may measure a product  
a~xa2:, either by measuring thx and 0"2x separately, with 
result x~x2, or in a single nonlocal  procedure.  The 
result o f  the lat ter  must  be - 1 ,  because 
( t r l x t r 2 x ) = - I  for a singlet state. It follows that  

x j x 2 =  - 1. Likewise YlY2= - 1 and z~z2= - 1. 

Consider  now a measurement  o f  a~xa2y. We can 
measure  tr~x and a2y separately,  with results x~ and 
Y2. We assume that  these are the same x~ and Y2 as 
ment ioned  above - that  is, the result of  measuring 
a~x does not  depend  on whether  the other  measure- 
ment  is (was, will be)  a measurement  o f  a2:, or  one 
of  a2y. Therefore,  if  we perform a direct  measure-  
ment  o f  t71xa2y, the result is xly2. 

Note, however,  that  

so that we can measure trtya2x together with O'lxO'2y , 

without  mutual  disturbance.  ( O f  course, we cannot  
measure a~ytr2x together with trtx and a2y separately. ) 
The result o f  measuring a~ya2~ is y~x2, by the same 

argument  as above. 
Now, we also have, for the product  of  these two 

commut ing  operators,  

O'lxa2yO'lya2x = Olx O'ly 0"2y O'2x ~--- alzt72z, (2 )  

whose expectat ion value is (a~ za2~) = -- 1. It follows 
that  

Xl Y2Yl x2 = ( alxa2~aly a2x ) = - 1 , (3 )  

in contradic t ion with x~x2 =Y~Y2 = - 1. 

This simple exercise shows that what we call " the  
result o f  a measurement  of  A" cannot  depend  only 
on A and on the state o f  the system (unless the wave 
function is an eigenstate of  A) .  It also depends,  in a 
way not yet understood,  on the choice o f  other  quan- 
tum measurements  that  may possibly be performed.  
This proper ty  could also be inferred from the ref- 
erences l isted below. However,  the p roof  given here 
is much s impler  than that  o f  Kochen and Specker 
[3 ] (who found a similar incompat ibi l i ty  among 117 
measurements  o f  a part icle o f  spin 1 ) and  the more 
recent proofs in refs. [4] and [5],  which require four 
and three particles, respectively, instead of  jus t  two, 
as here. 

[a,xa~y, a,ya2x] = 0 ,  ( 1 ) 
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Note added. It was shown by Mermin  [ 6 ] that  the 

use of  a singlet state is not essential to the above ar- 

gument: Consider  the nine operators  
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alx  G2x ~lxa2x 

0"2. v O]y 0"lyO'2y 

£YlxO'2y ~lya2x alz~2z . 

The three operators  in each row and each column 

commute ,  and their  product  is 1, except those o f  the 

last column, whose product  is - 1 .  There is ob- 

viously no way of  assigning numerical  values + 1 to 

these nine operators ,  with this mul t ip l icat ive  prop-  

erty. I am grateful to N.D. Mermin  for a s t imulat ing 

correspondence.  
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